Sitting your children in front of the TV for a babysitter can come with a price. Is it
the Television or the Indoctrovision? Are you being told everything by our news
media or only what you are supposed to believe? Come along with Jenna Beard,
a lady PI specializing in cult-related family issues on her quest to find San
Antonio's Green Gel Killer to solve the murder of her sister-in-law, Itza Ahiga.
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THE GREEN GEL KILLER LURKS IN SAN ANTONIO
LEAVING BEHIND THE BURNING BODY OF A
RESPECTED NAVAJO NURSE.
With rampant corruption in the S.A.P.D. ranks, politics
and judicial system who will find justice for Itza Ahiga
when the
jackal controlling them has ordered the case closed?
From mind controlled nun of a secret cult serving the
Illuminati to finding her freedom Jenna Beard has become
America’s unusual private investigator of these dire economic
times we live in. Come along if you dare with the HI team on
her first official case taking you behind the puppet master’s
stage door
where the laws WE THE PEOPLE must obey
don’t apply to the global elite.
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HAWKINS INVESTIGATIONS

JACKAL IN COYOTE DEN
AN ANGEL AWAKENING A NATION INTO THE
TRUTH

A Novel by

D.M. Simonds

This book is dedicated to the awakening of humanity.
From my entire staff here at The Cave we wish all info warriors
God’s speed in your endeavor.

“Turn off the TV and tune in your mind. After a while you
will discover the truth screaming its warning all around you.”
...D.M. Simonds

“At that moment, those red sandstone canyons of home were
calling me. It didn’t seem wrong to ask to leave in peace, yet
it didn’t feel right shaking hands with a jackal in coyote den.”
...From Jackal in Coyote Den, Itza Ahiga RN

THE AWAKENING
“A nation of sheep will beget a government of wolves.”
...Edward R. Murrow
FOUR IN THE MORNING, unable to sleep, you’re out
walking your dog while camped at an RV resort. At the trash
dumpster you find a discarded television set sitting high atop
a pile of its like kind. You are drawn to it as the screen lights
up into fuzziness. Even though the power cord is hanging
there not plugged into electricity, you hear voices growing
louder amidst static.
Tuning in the controls you are able to view a media
symbol of which your research has yielded the meaning. The
CBS all-seeing eye image is visible on the screen, then a local
news suit anchor and his shapely blond coanchor in a lowcut
very short dress come running from opposite ends of the set,
flashing the goat head hand sign, of third and fourth fingers
down with second and fifth finger up. Another two point up
satanic symbol you are finding more among news media,
Hollywood, fashion, and our politicos as of lately.
To your friends you are silly for looking these things up.
None of this will come about. We’re old, leave us alone. So
you have stopped saying anything about it to them at all. But
you just can’t let it go or stick you head in the sand. Why, you
dare ask, here in the local news media of San Antonio, Texas
is the satanic symbolism this blatant?
“And for the news media joke of the day we once more
have a video clip of the one and only Norman Fredricks. Oh
what a poor misguided soul he was during my most recent
interview with him. The pitiful man just can’t get it right.”
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Continuing her benefactor’s lie, “Not that conspiracy
theorist again, someone please off him!”
Canned laughter emanates from the fake hologram
audience as video feed shows the news anchor and Norm
during a studio recorded television interview.
“Mr. Fredricks, you have been a staunch advocate of
Sister Jenna Garcia, the woman your renowned young
reporter, Preston Beard, gave his life to rescue.”
Irritated at this media whore’s obvious attempt at
character assassination Norm could no longer maintain his
composure.
“The young lady you are referring to is no longer a nun in
the Order of Saint Hope. She has been shunned by the secret
society of nuns and priests she was born into. Today, Jenna
Beard is a wife, mother and a talented licensed private
investigator trained to assist those caught up in the same
white slavery life she was able to escape and continue to
recover from the mind control plaguing her. I have great
respect for this young lady who holds her freedom and the
constitution of this country dear to her heart.”
“Oh my, another one of those horrible American patriots
who loves his bible, guns and terribly outdated constitution.”
Unable to holdback truth he discovered after first meeting
her, then his own awakening into the truth seeker’s path,
Norm felt pity for this news anchor. Everything in Jenna’s
diary checked out. To him and his staff, Jenna Beard is
America’s voice in the wilderness.
The suit and skirt kept laughing at him along with the
fake audience for they were paid quite handsomely by their
benefactors from the dark side to keep the herd in naivety as
long as possible.
“Since you have been fired from The Washington Post for
your pitiful lack of political beliefs, I would like to show
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America video footage shot by another one of your young
reporters, of whom I might add, walked out on his employer
like an idiot to work with you on your horrible blog.”
On a screen behind them, Norm in his old time gumshoe
reporter style came storming out of the chief editor’s office to
stand on top of a nearby newsroom desk surrounded by his
fellow reporters and editors.
Holding up a newspaper, “This article I wrote yesterday
was altered before publication into a lie without my
permission. I was just fired for insisting on reporting the
truth. No matter how much I have been offered or threatened,
I refuse to tell my reporters to spout this propaganda. If this is
what our media is becoming today then self-employment is
fine with me. Now those of you who are nothing more than
Bilderberg owned parrots can eat my dust.”
Catching a paper ball thrown at him by the dumbed down
liberal socialist smug kid editor taking his place Norm threw
it right back at him with a challenging glare.
The kid caught it. “You’re finished old man! America
could care less about what you have to say.”
“I may be old but I am part of the new wave of truth
media in this country. When you drop the cocky attitude and
figure out the party is over, hopefully you will understand
what our readers really want. Maybe as you are standing in
the unemployment line, or living in your car, you will know
why newspaper sales all over this country have slumped.
When you reach that point, I will look forward to your
interview, once your own awakening has begun.”
“It’s time to leave old man, retire and take a vacation. My
generation doesn’t want to hear about corruption or how to
fix things. To us the State is our God. We want to know what
our government can keep doing for us. Take from another
person, who cares. We want all we can get.”
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More trash and adjectives were thrown at Norm, drowned
out by reporters, photographers and editors who worked with
him for years, stood up in his defense. One started clapping
his hands, then another and another in a show of support.
“I will not go quietly into my retirement for I have a
nation to further awaken. My OurFreedomNewsBlog.com
will now go into full gear. I need truth seeking editors and
reporters who believe in their country. Let it be known only
the courageous and strong of heart need apply. If you are a
political party poster child, don’t bother. My staff will have
no political bias, because they like me understand politics is a
lie for diversion of the American sheeple. Enter into my
interview open minded. If you think the pay and hours suck
with this paper, it won’t get any better with me.”
Once the newspaper owner entered the newsroom with
lawyers and security guards, Norm stepped down as a parade
of courageous ones followed him into their new careers.
Then the TV screen went fuzzy. The volume returned to
static of a million voices and a black silent screen.
Your dog moans up in question as you realize you are
standing there in cold sweat of your own reality, and move on
through the park to your campsite thinking of your kids. Your
oldest in medical school and will graduate with a $200,000.00
dollar school loan. He will essentially be a financial slave for
life. And your son wonders in the dawn of this scam calling
itself—affordable health care—can he afford his own practice
or even pay his bills.
Your nursing graduate daughter is out of work again
thanks to corporate downsizing. Then a tear rolls down your
cheek at thought of your youngest son who became a proud
Army Ranger after high school to pay for college. In one of
many clandestine wars in faraway countries few Americans
hear about, he was wounded and sent home.
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Due to the multiple mind numbing medications he was
given to carry out his missions, he came home with PTSD
and multiple health problems due to his exposure to DU or,
depleted uranium munitions. Like other soldiers who stated
they could not find the help they needed after mentioning
exposure to DU—the medical resources available to him
became slim at best. When no one would acknowledge the
source of his health problems, he spoke out against this
wrong and was placed at the end of a longline.
As a result your son could not deal with his chronic
fatigue and pain, multiple cancers or his teeth falling out at
the young age of twenty-two in this new land of the free,
home of the brave and came up with his own solution. While
standing on a beach, he pulled his gun, stuck it in his mouth
and pulled the trigger.
In your fifth wheel RV home you take a deep breath in
attempt to clear the memory. Sitting in your comfortable
recliner you are alone while the remainder of your family is
asleep. Turning on the TV news you watch the talking suits,
tell their lies, as diversional co-anchors are showing more
cleavage. Then you wonder if you along with the rest of
America are really being told the truth, or just a skimming of
the facts, if that at all.
Muting the sound you find peace.
Clicking through channels of flicker rate garbage you
further start to think for yourself: In this summer of 2002
what is reality in our news media...and what is an illusion?
Then you turn off the TV and decide you will watch no
more. If our mainstream media will not tell us the truth then
you will seek out those who are not afraid to stand up like
free human beings and tell America the real facts.
Thus is the quickening into your own awakening.
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